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business partner--if only she weren't so damn beautiful, spirited--and in his bed. . . Rowdy Darnell was born to be
wild and Laurel Hayes knows she shouldn't get involved with him--but oh, how he can kiss. . . When Annalane
Barkley whispers her dreams to Wynn McCord, the Texas Ranger knows he's found a woman worth fighting for. . .
If Cozette Camanez's groom doesn't show up for their wedding by dawn, she'll lose her family ranch. Trouble is,
the groom doesn't exist--until unsuspecting thief Michael Hughes comes along. . . "The undisputed queen of Texas
romance." --RT Book Reviews Praise for Jodi Thomas "Thomas knows how to tell a story." --Love Western
Romances "Jodi Thomas's writing is breathtaking. . .her name should be at the top of everyone's favorite author
list." --Affaire de Coeur
Sunset Embrace-Sandra Brown 2015-12-01 No woman on the trek to Texas was more mysterious than Lydia
Langston. No man was more stubborn than Ross Coleman . . . and both were running from the past. Lydia had
vowed no man would ever take away her pride, while Ross Coleman stayed true to his wife, who had died in
childbirth, the woman who had given him his son. Yet Lydia and Ross would find themselves together, fighting the
same enemy and the same dangerous emotions building inside them . . . unable to stop the events that would
eventually pit a man's deadly vengeance against the strength of a woman's love.
Against All Things Ending-Stephen R. Donaldson 2011 A restored Thomas Covenant inadvertently unleashes an
apocalyptic force that endangers the entire world, a threat that is countered by the mysterious Jeremiah.
The Mayflower Papers-William Bradford 2007 A compilation of original primary source material features key
personal reminiscences and eyewitness accounts that describe the voyage of the Mayflower and the settlement of
seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century New England, with such selections as William Bradford's "Of Plymouth
Plantation," Benjamin Church's "Entertaining Passages Relating to Philip's War," and others. Original.
Give Me A Cowboy-Jodi Thomas 2009-02-01 In the rough-and-ready Texas Panhandle, the rodeo is where to find a
real man. New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas teams up with DeWanna Pace, Linda Broday, and
Phyliss Miranda to prove that the right kind of love can tame the wildest heart... Give Me A Cowboy Rowdy
Darnell was born to be wild and Laurel Hayes knows she shouldn't get involved with him--but oh, how he can
kiss...When Augusta Garrison finds out Dally Angelo is hell-bent on riding the bull that killed his father, she's
ready to break their engagement--until pure passion takes over...Tempest LeDoux doesn't play by anyone's rules.
When a tall gunslinger named McKenna Smith rides into town, Tempest knows he's the one for her--if she can
catch him...Alaine LeDoux is pure tomboy--and she likes shooting and riding more than dresses and tea. Good
thing Mr. Morgan Payne turns out to be one hell of a cowboy under his citified suit... "The genuine characters,
realistic emotions, and true aura of the West propel Jodi Thomas's books out of the ordinary and straight into
readers' hearts."--Romantic Times "Memorable novellas and unforgettable heroes. . .unmatched for fans of the Old
West."-- Romantic Rimes on Give Me A Texan
Miracle Run-Corrine Morgan-Thomas 2009-03-03 The inspiration for the Lifetime movie and a guide for parents
confronting their autistic children's journeys to adulthood. Parents of autistic children often wonder: What will
happen to our kids when they grow up? Can they work? Have relationships and their own families? Here is the
poignant story of one woman watching her autistic boys reach adulthood. A single mother barely making ends
meet, Corrine Morgan-Thomas could hardly afford doctors for her twins, Stephen and Phillip. After their diagnosis
of autism, no one else thought these boys would ever amount to anything. But Corrine managed single-handedly
to keep the boys out of institutions-and in "regular" school. And their inspiring story became Lifetime television's
Miracle Run. The real miracle, though, was what happened where the movie left off-when Stephen and Phillip
graduated to face adult autism. From their diagnosis to the present day, when the boys have grown into young
men leading happy lives, Corrine's eye-opening story is full of candor, humor, and most of all, hope.
Nightlife-Rob Thurman 2006-03-07 “There are monsters among us. There always have been and there always will

A Texan's Luck-Jodi Thomas 2004-10-26 New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas presents the conclusion
of her trilogy about three women who enter a Wife Lottery to avoid jail… Captain Walker Larson received the
shock of his life when a beautiful stranger boldly walked into his office—claiming to be his wife. His father may
have bought Lacy Larson for him in a “Wife Lottery,” but Walker had no desire for a bride—even one as
captivating as the one standing before him. So he promptly sent Lacy back to Cedar Point. Three years later, Lacy
is shocked when Walker shows up on her doorstep—ordered by the military to protect his wife from a killer. Lacy
wants nothing to do with the gruff soldier who once drove her away. But despite their different lifestyles and
expectations, she finds herself wondering if their marriage was a far better gamble than either of them had
imagined…and what it would feel like to be in his arms…
The Texan's Wager-Jodi Thomas 2002-10-29 In the first novel of a brand-new Texas trilogy, award–winning USA
Today bestselling author Jodi Thomas takes her “exquisite and often lyrical” writing (Inside Romance) to
passionate new heights as an emotionally wounded man and woman discover the true nature of love and
marriage... Thrown off a wagon train with two other women and trying to avoid jail for a murder they committed,
Bailee Moore agrees to enter a “Wife Lottery”—a ploy concocted by the Cedar Point sheriff to secure wives for the
men in the small Texas town. For the sensible Bailee, however, marrying Carter McKoy is like exchanging one life
sentence for another—especially since her new husband hasn’t even seen fit to utter a single word in her
presence. But still, she can’t help thinking that something about this strong, silent farmer could be the key to
leaving her troubled past behind…and making a worthy wager with her heart.
Texas Rain-Jodi Thomas 2006-11-07 New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas delivers a tender tale of the
Old West, a handsome Texas Ranger, and a mysterious woman fleeing a terrible fate in the first powerful novel in
the Whispering Mountain series. Honest, straightforward, and ruggedly handsome, Travis McMurray is also more
than a little bit busted, the result of an ambush during his service as a Texas Ranger. And beautiful Rainey Adams
is in a fix of her own: on the run from an arranged marriage, she’ll do just about anything to keep her freedom.
The first time they meet, she steals a kiss—and his horse. The second time, she’s an angel of mercy who eases him
through a terrible fever, and then disappears. When Travis recovers, he’s determined to track down this
intriguing woman and bring her back to the Whispering Mountain Ranch as his bride. But this renegade may be
too much for even the toughest Ranger to handle...
The Texan's Dream-Jodi Thomas 2001 Hired as a bookkeeper for Jonathan Catlin's sprawling Texas ranch, Kara
O'Riley finds herself increasingly attracted to her seemingly cold-hearted, secretive employer. Original.
Prairie Song-Jodi Thomas 1992-02-01 From New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas comes the story of a
Confederate widow looking to start her life over and the Yankee captain on a mission to uncover dark secrets still
lurking in the South after the war. Maggie, born and bred in Texas, has inherited a sprawling house that sits atop
untold secrets. Grayson, hell-bent on hunting down traitors, is the last thing she expected to find. Can their
passion and love overcome the many deceptions and deceits as they both try to rebuild in the aftermath of a war
that torn a country apart?
The Texan's Reward-Jodi Thomas 2005-11-01 Years ago, Texas Ranger Jacob Dalton bailed an orphaned girl
named Nell out of trouble more times than he could count. But now the kid he once called "Two Bits" has grown
into a beautiful young woman--and is in more trouble than ever before.
One Texas Night-Jodi Thomas 2013-04-01 New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas lassos the heart of
Texas with these four spellbinding stories, available together for the first time, where love shows up unexpectedly.
. . Hank Harris wasn't even looking for a woman when he ended up with a wife. Aggie is exactly who he needs as a
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be. I’ve known that ever since I can remember, just like I’ve always known I was one… …Well, half of one,
anyway.” Welcome to the Big Apple. There’s a troll under the Brooklyn Bridge, a boggle in Central Park, and a
beautiful vampire in a penthouse on the Upper East Side—and that’s only the beginning. Of course, most humans
are oblivious to the preternatural nightlife around them, but Cal Leandros is only half-human. His father’s dark
lineage is the stuff of nightmares—and he and his entire otherworldly race are after Cal. Why? Cal hasn’t exactly
wanted to stick around long enough to find out. He and his half-brother Niko have managed to stay a step ahead
for three years, but now Cal’s dad has found them again. And Cal is about to learn why they want him, why
they’ve always wanted him…for he is the key to unleashing their hell on earth. The fate of the human world will be
decided in the fight of Cal’s life…
Rewriting Monday-Jodi Thomas 2009-04-07 From New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas comes a
suspenseful romance about woman seeking a second chance at life and love. Reporter Pepper Malone moved to
Bailey, Texas, after a news story nearly got her killed. Now she wants to be left alone to do her job in relative
peace and quiet. But when the newspaper’s staff is targeted by a madman with a grudge against the media,
Pepper is drawn back into the public eye—and into the arms of the paper’s handsome owner.
A Wandering Heart-Thomas Kinkade 2012-04-03 All the stars come out in Cape Light… A movie crew arrives to
shoot a film in Cape Light, and Angel Island provides a perfect backdrop. Liza’s inn welcomes the cast and crew,
including the famous actress Charlotte Miller. Charlotte is surprisingly down to earth and is totally charmed by
the island, especially the inn, where she chooses to stay instead of at more lavish accommodations. But one day,
Charlotte nearly drowns and is saved by local fisherman Colin Doyle. Their attraction is instant and
undeniable—even though they come from completely different worlds. As Charlotte spends more time on the
island, the relationship seems meant to be. They keep meeting up, by accident at first, then on purpose. But Colin
believes he has little to offer this celebrated beauty. He doesn’t realize that Charlotte would give up her
glamorous life for him and Angel Island, if only she knew his true feelings. It seems only a miracle could bring
them together. Then again, with faith and love on their side, Angel Island is just the sort of place where miracles
can happen.
When a Texan Gambles-Jodi Thomas 2003-10-28 Sarah Andrews has been raffled off to a groom whose life is in
need of saving. She agrees to help him, but never in her wildest dreams did she imagine that this dangerously
attractive Texan would steal her heart—and make her want to take the biggest gamble of all.
Fifteen Minutes-Karen Kingsbury 2013-11-07 Zack Dylan has a dream. He wants to sing on the biggest stages, for
the biggest crowds, and he'll do whatever it takes to make it come true. But Zack also made a promise to his
college sweetheart when he left Kentucky to compete on the popular TV show Fifteen Minutes: If he made it,
nothing would change him or his faith in God. Overnight, Zack becomes the nation's most popular contestant, a
country singer comparable to a young Tim McGraw. As his star rises, Zack is often asked to compromise and quiet
his beliefs. Just as he's on the verge of winning it all, his choices lead him to the brink of personal disaster.
Meanwhile, a former Fifteen Minuteswinner is searching for meaning amidst her own private losses. Can she
warn Zack about the real price of fame? Or will Zack lose everything he loves for his fifteen minutes of glory?
Chance of a Lifetime-Jodi Thomas 2012-12-31 The Harmony novels are “Jodi Thomas all the way—super
characters [and] lots of riveting subplots.”* Now the New York Times bestselling author takes us back to
Harmony, Texas, where big dreams are brewing—and anything and everything is possible… Emily, the local
librarian, has started a writing group, but as the group stumbles through both the fiction and reality of their lives,
they’re learning much more than how to write. But Emily suddenly has other things on her mind when a friend
from her past shows up in Harmony's library. Now she must deal with a secret she’s kept for fifteen years—a
secret that changed her life and threatens to shatter her future. Meanwhile, new lawyer Rick Matheson thinks
he’s in charge of his world until accidents start happening all around him. Just when he realizes someone is trying
to kill him, he meets a beautiful U.S. Marshal named Trace Adam. Now that the marshal has given him an even
stronger reason to go on living, he must learn to take a chance on life to dream bigger—and love better—than he
ever has before... *Romance Reviews Today
Wild Texas Rose-Jodi Thomas 2012-08-07 From the New York Times bestselling Jodi Thomas comes this
captivating tale about a headstrong beauty and the Texas Ranger who protects her without her knowledge.
Twenty-five-year-old Rose McMurray may be beautiful, smart, and capable of running her family's ranch at
Whispering Mountain, but she's backed away from marriage three times without giving anyone reasons. Everyone
thinks she is a coward, afraid of any adventure, including falling in love. She's never done a single wild or reckless
thing in her life...until now. Duncan McMurray, like Rose, was adopted into the family. As a Texas Ranger, he
swears he'll never settle down and marry. He's been Rose's guardian angel since they were kids but for the first
time in their lives he's the one who has caused her to be in danger. Somehow, he has to protect her from an
outlaw gang determined to kill her without letting Rose know of the danger she's in. He's convinced that her heart
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can't take the stress if she knows...the only question is can his heart take the nearness of her. When opposites
collide the adventure begins...
Cassette Books-Library of Congress. National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped
Smith County Justice-David Ellsworth 2014-02-16 Saul Sotow of the New York Daily Mirror called it "A
masterpiece of investigative writing." Margaret Chase of the Newark Evening News said of Smith County Justice,
"Not since In Cold Blood . . ." Master literary investigator David Ellsworth unravels the tale of corruption in a
Texas county and in his usual style, names names and pulls out everything under the administrative rugs. The
book was touted by television's 20/20, by 20th Century Fox, Stephen J. Cannell Productions and a host of others
wanting to capitalize on this magnificent work of investigative literature.
Texas Bride-Joan Johnston 2012-03-27 HE MAY BE HER ONLY HOPE. SHE MAY BE HIS LAST CHANCE. Miranda
Wentworth never imagined becoming a mail-order bride. Now marriage to a stranger is her only hope of finding a
home where she and her two younger brothers can escape the brutality of the Chicago orphanage where they live.
With any luck, she can even start a family of her own, once the three of them are settled at Jacob Creed’s Texas
ranch. But Miranda has one gigantic concern: Her husband-to-be knows nothing about the brothers she’s bringing
along. What if he calls off the deal when he discovers the trick she’s played on him? Jake Creed is hanging on to
his Texas ranch by his fingernails. His nemesis, Alexander Blackthorne, is determined to ruin him. Jake will never
give up, but he’s in desperate trouble. His wife died six months ago in childbirth, along with their stillborn son,
and his two-year-old daughter needs a mother. The advertisement Jake wrote never mentioned his daughter—or
the fact that he has no intention of consummating his marriage. He’s determined never to subject another wife to
the burden of pregnancy. But Jake doesn’t count on finding his bride so desirable. He doesn’t count on aching
with need when she joins him in bed. And he never suspected his bride would have plans of her own to seduce
him. This ebook edition contains an excerpt from Blackthorne's Bride.
Somewhere Along the Way-Jodi Thomas 2010-11-02 Second in the trilogy that's captured America's heart. Ever
since she claimed Harmony, Texas, as her home, eighteen-year-old Reagan Truman finds herself drawn to others
who have made their way here. Shaped by the loneliness she's known most of her life, Reagan has finally found a
place she belongs-and doesn't want anything to get in her way. But when her life is put in jeopardy and the whole
town comes together to save her, she'll discover that learning to trust the love that's come into our hearts is the
greatest gift of all.
The Comforts of Home-Jodi Thomas 2011-11-01 New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas returns to the
small town of Harmony, Texas, where the threat of a powerful storm inspires heartfelt revelations... Twenty-yearold Reagan Truman has found her place, and found her family. But with her Uncle taken ill and her friend Noah
lost and disheartened with his life, Reagan is afraid of ending up alone again, and she’s not the only one. Harmony
seems to be full of people yearning for connection. Like funeral director Tyler Wright, who longs to take his
relationship with his friend Kate to the next level, but doesn’t know how. And Ronelle Logan, a woman frightened
of everyday human interaction, until she meets an angry, lonely man—someone just like her. When a terrible
storm threatens the town, the residents of Harmony are forced to think about what they really want. Because
making the connections they so desperately desire means putting their hearts at risk...
The Circle of Tivedon-Ryan Shorten 2012-10-01 Attending Tivedon should have been the most exciting time in
Jayl's young life. Along with his sister Myah, they journey to Tivedon and are quickly caught up in the excitement
and eccentricities of the school and its teaching elders known collectively as 'The Circle of Tivedon'. Enemies and
alliances are swiftly established between the other students that come from across the realm of Tiertyn. Yet, as
they begin the next level of their scholastic study in the finer points of diplomacy and governance, grim tidings
reach the castle walls. An ancient evil is on the rise threatening to plunge the land into darkness once again.
Tensions begin to rise within the walls of Tivedon as unexplainable, dreadful events occur forcing the 'Circle of
Tivedon' to act. The situation worsens as accusations of a traitorous plot involving friends of Jayl and Myah's from
back home and a fellow student's sovereign land arrive at Tivedon. This development ensnares Myah in a
conspiratorial and secretive undertaking at the behest of 'The Circle of Tivedon'. Jayl, who discovers a
temperamental magical source within himself, becomes the unwitting focal point of Tivedon's elders' plans to
defend Tiertyn against the army of the resurrected evil Lord Rimyaroth. Unfortunately, before plans are complete,
the suspicious death of one of Tivedon's elders followed by the murder of the befriended Captain of the Guard
lands an unjustly accused Jayl into Tivedon's cells. It is here that Jayl learns of a long ago hidden talisman which
will aid in their fight, which he must find and return. A hasty and harrowing escape from the school, which has
fallen under the sway of the enemy, follows under the cover of darkness. With foes now swelling on all fronts, the
elders must split the students into three groups to have any hope of stemming the tide that threatens them. Myah,
along with one of the two remaining Tivedon elders, make their way to the city of Sieli. Their hope is to vindicate
her captured and accused friends as well as turn the favour of an opportunistic King to their cause. The second
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group, led by the other Tivedon elder, races to join defenders that are hastily forming the first line of defence
against the massing army of Lord Rimyaroth. Lastly, and much to Jayl's chagrin, he is paired with two menacing
and determined school rivals on his quest to find the talisman. A perilous mission, it remains the last vestige of
hope to battle against the dark magic of Lord Rimyaroth. With the unlikely heroes and heroines heading in
separate directions, three diverse journeys begin.
Silver Lining-Maggie Osborne 2000-01-01 While on the trail headed West, Low Down nurses a band of travelers
through the box and ends up in an arranged marriage to an admittedly handsome man. Original.
Talking Book Topics- 2007
Comanche Moon-Catherine Anderson 2008-05-06 New York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson
presents the first novel in her Comache series—a powerful historical romance about a man and a woman caught
between two worlds… Orphaned seven years ago after witnessing the brutal murder of her parents at the hands of
the Comanche people, golden-haired Loretta Simpson still lives in terror that the warriors will return—her fear so
powerful, she is no longer able to speak a word. Called the U.S. Army’s most cunning adversary, Hunter of the
Wolf believes that Loretta is the “honey-haired woman with no voice” of ancient prophecy—the one he must honor
for all eternity. But Loretta can only see Hunter as the enemy who has stolen her, refusing to succumb to his
control, or his touch. Despite the hatred intensifying between their peoples, Loretta and Hunter gradually find
their prejudices giving way to respect, then flaring into feelings too dangerous to express. In the midst of such
conflict, it will take all the force of their extraordinary love to find a safe place... From the Paperback edition.
Seize the Dawn-Shannon Drake 2001 After she decides to marry an aging French nobleman instead of a man she
despises, Lady Eleanor of Clarin is kidnapped by fierce Highland outlaw Brendan Graham and thrown into a web
of treachery, where she will discover a passion she has never known in the arms of her enemy. Original.
The Viscount Who Loved Me-Julia Quinn 2009-10-13 1814 promises to be another eventful season, but not, This
Author believes, for Anthony Bridgerton, London's most elusive bachelor, who has shown no indication that he
plans to marry. And in all truth, why should he? When it comes to playing the consummate rake, nobody does it
better... --Lady Whistledown's Society Papers, April 1814 But this time the gossip columnists have it wrong.
Anthony Bridgerton hasn't just decided to marry--he's even chosen a wife! The only obstacle is his intended's older
sister, Kate Sheffield--the most meddlesome woman ever to grace a London ballroom. The spirited schemer is
driving Anthony mad with her determination to stop the betrothal, but when he closes his eyes at night, Kate's the
woman haunting his increasingly erotic dreams... Contrary to popular belief, Kate is quite sure that reformed
rakes to not make the best husbands--and Anthony Bridgerton is the most wicked rogue of them all. Kate's
determined to protect her sister--but she fears her own heart is vulnerable. And when Anthony's lips touch hers,
she's suddenly afraid she might not be able to resist the reprehensible rake herself...
The Duck Song-Bryant Oden 2014 A determined duck pleads for grapes at the most unlikely of places: a lemonade
stand. The story and song in this comical, musical picture book will delight both adults and children, who can play
the song aloud while learning important lessons about persistence and compassion.
The Promise of Jenny Jones-Maggie Osborne 2014-10-14 A desperate mother takes Jenny Jones' place in front of a
firing squad in exchange for Jenny's promise to see her daughter safely to California. Though she and the six-yearold Graciela get off to a rocky start, Jenny will do everything in her power to keep her promise, even with the
child's cousins in hot pursuit. Then she is mysteriously drawn to the handsome cowboy Ty Sanders, and though
neither know it yet, their purpose is the same.
His Secondhand Wife-Cheryl St.John 2010-12-27 NOAH CUTTER WAS A MAN OF HIS WORD… Scarred in body
and soul, rancher Noah didn't consider himself fit company for anyone. But when his brother's philandering finally
caught up with him, honor dictated that Noah claim his brother's widow as his own…. Standing on her doorstep,
with his collar turned up and a rifle by his side, Noah was about the most intimidating man Katherine had ever
seen. And though one man's false promises had already dashed her dreams, she instinctively trusted this stranger.
Even more, Kate suspected she'd only be a fool this time if she didn't take a chance on Noah for the sake of
herself…and her unborn child!
Cherish-Catherine Anderson 2009-10-13 He Longed for... Race Spencer's gunslinging days are far behind him. He
is now a rugged, respectable rancher, but it's a solitary life. Then Fate leads Race to an earthbound angel—lost
and alone' the sole survivor of an outlaw attack—and even his hardened heart is moved. He sweeps the ivoryskinned beauty into his arms and carries her away from danger. A Woman to Cherish When innocent Rebecca
Morgan wakes up in a stranger's embrace, her life has been changed forever. Race's touch makes her blood sing
and stirs up emotions in her she never knew existed. But this man has a fearsome reputation. And though her life
may depend on him, can she trust him? Is it love she sees in her rescuer's dark eyes.? Race Spencer's gunslinging
days are far behind him. He is now a respectable racher, but it's a solitary life. But then Fate lead Race to an
earthbound angel—lost and alone, the sole survivor of an outlaw attack—and even his hardened heart is moved.
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He sweeps the ivory-skinned beauty into his arms and carries her away from danger. When innocent Rebecca
Morgan wakes up in a stranger's embrace, she knows her life has been changed forever. Though Race's touch
makes her blood sing and stirs up emotions in her she never kenw existed, she knows this man has a fearsome
reputation. And though her life may depend on him, she doesn't know if she can trust him. Can it really be love
she sees in her rescuer's dark eyes?
Keegan's Lady-Catherine Anderson 1996-07-01 A poignant tale of hope and healing -- a classic love story from a
true master of unforgettable, emotionally rich romantic fiction, New York Times bestselling author. Caitlin
O'Shannessy's late father left her with many things: a Colorado ranch, enduring memories of pain and sadness, an
unshakable mistrust of men ... and an adversary. Ace Keegan has returned to No Name, too late to enact a rightful
vengeance on his most hated enemy. The man who put a hole in Ace's life is dead, leaving a daughter behind to
run the family enterprise. Though proud and strong as well as beautiful, Caitlin is caught off guard when Ace's
calculated anger inadvertently destroys her good name. But Ace Keegan is a man of honor, determined to make
amends by marrying the enchanting lady he wronged -- and to nurture with patience and love the light she guards
in her damaged heart until it blazes with the power of a thousand suns.
Princess Academy: The Forgotten Sisters-Shannon Hale 2015-02-24 A New York Times Bestseller In this third
book in New York Times bestselling, Newbery Honor-winning author Shannon Hale's Princess Academy series,
Miri goes from student . . . to teacher! Miri has spent a year at the king's palace, learning all about being a proper
princess. But instead of returning to her beloved Mount Eskel, Miri is ordered to journey to a distant swamp and
start a princess academy for three sisters, cousins of the royal family. Unfortunately, Astrid, Felissa, and Sus are
more interested in hunting and fishing than becoming princesses. As Miri spends more time with the sisters, she
realizes the king and queen's interest in them hides a long-buried secret. She must rely on her own strength and
intelligence to unravel the mystery, protect the girls, complete her assignment, and finally make her way home.
Don't miss any of these other books from New York Times bestselling author Shannon Hale: The Princess
Academy trilogy Princess Academy Princess Academy: Palace of Stone Princess Academy: The Forgotten Sisters
The Books of Bayern The Goose Girl Enna Burning River Secrets Forest Born Book of a Thousand Days Dangerous
Graphic Novels with Dean Hale, illustrated by Nathan Hale Rapunzel's Revenge Calamity Jack For Adults
Austenland Midnight in Austenland The Actor and the Housewife
Morning Glory-LaVyrle Spencer 1990-03-01 This title has been removed from sale by Penguin Group, USA.
The Whispering Mountain-Joan Aiken 2002-05-19 Winner of the Guardian Prize for Fiction In the small town of
Pennygaff, where Owen has been sent to live after his mother's death, a legendary golden harp has been found.
Knowing of the prophesy of the Harp of Teirtu, Owen must prevent the magic harp from falling into the evil
clutches of its reputed owner, the sinister and diabolical Lord Mayln. But it won't be easy. Owen and his friend
Arabis are plunged into a hair-raising adventure of intrigue, kidnapping, exotic underground worlds, savage
beasts...even murder. For only too late will Owen learn that Lord Mayln will stop at nothing to have the golden
harp. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
All I Need Is You-Johanna Lindsey 2011-08-02 Headstrong Casey Straton inherited her mother's beautiful eyes
and her father's stubborn temperament. So when she is denied the responsibility of running her grandfather's
ranch despite her unladylike prowess at roping, riding and shooting the high-spirited hellion storms away from
her Texas home, determined to prove she can do much more than "woman's work." Successful businessman
Damian Rutledge III came West for vengeance. But though he possesses a powerful physique and unwavering
courage, the handsome Eastern "dude" would have surely been lost in the wild west without the timely
intervention of a half-pint bounty hunter called "Ed." There is more to this fearless gunslinger than first meets the
eye, however. And when Damian discovers his rescuer is, in fact, a stunningly sensuous young lady named "Casey'
in disguise, he realises dial there are going to be very serious complications on the rocky trail that is leading them
both toward a dangerous, irrepressible love. Johanna Lindsey's enchanting romantic adventure All I Need Is You is
the sequel to her immensely popular A Heart So Wild. Lovely and tempestuous Casey Straton the headstrong child
of Chandros Straton and Courtney Harte leaves her Texas home determined to prove to her parents that she can
do more than "woman's work." Successful businessman Damien Rutledge III came west looking for vengeance.
But though he is strong and fearless, the handsome Eastern "dude" would have surely been lost in the wild West
were it not for the timely intervention of a half-pint bounty hunter called "Kid." but when Damien discovers his
rescuer is, in fact, a stunningly sensuous young lady named Casey in disguise, he realises that there are going to
be very serious complications on the rocky trail that is leading them both toward a dangerous, irrepressible love.
Simply Love-Catherine Anderson 2009-03-17 Even the hardest heart can be softened by love ... Cassandra Zerek
is a true innocent in a wild anddangerous place -- but her indomitable spirit and gentle soul make her stronger
than anyone suspects. The owner of a Colorado mining empire, Luke Taggart's wealth and position can buy him
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anything, yet he has grown bored with a life of saloons, gambling, and loose women. Nothing soothes his restless
inner yearning -- until he spies Cassandra, as fresh and pure as a spring morning, and vows he will possess her.
The radiant, charmingly naïve youngbeauty seems blind to the depth of Luke's desire or the lengths he is willing
to go to seduce her. But the lady is wise, with an unwavering faith in the magical powers of love. And she's
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determined to awaken the good man hiding in Luke's tormented heart, for only one precious giftwill truly win her:
his deep, passionate, and unsullied love.
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